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ABSTRACT 


The Evaluation of Government Transfer Programs: 

A Simulation Analysis 


BY: 

A.R. Dobell, M.A. Cohen, Analyst, 
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Room 433, Confederation Bldg., 
Ottawa, Ontario, 

Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OR5 Canada. 
KlH 7X5 Canada. (613) - 996-4270 
(613) - 996-7076 

This paper presents an approach to the evaluation 

of government transfer programs based on a simulation of the 

individual decision process. Individuals interact with the 

socio-economic environment by ma~ing demographic and career 

decisions - state trajectories and an associated net present 

value of financial flows for each individual result. These 

present values can be considered to be the output of a 

stochastic system and are conditioned on both the government 

transfer policy and the individual decision profile. The 

simulation program to generate a representative sample of 

state trajectories and criteria for policy evaluation based 

on the resulting present value distribution are discussed. 

For consideration as part of the Session on 

Simulation (Methodology Section) or on Canadian Government 

Applications (Government Section). 
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PREFACE 

This document describes an analytical scheme and 


a set of computer programs designed to permit analysis of 


income transfer plans or related financing policies. This 


structure, itself forming only part of a more extensive 

t,.<J\\;.,.l,. ca:rr"eJ 6G1t ' , 

research program, Awas c~e~rf1~i.Js~-::tW~e:l7~:;:~-::OO'-I::tart±re, 

'k~jadlirt~_,se-v~,ral/D,l?6~~ at the Insti t1Jte for Policy 


Analysis of the University of Toronto, and ~~~Q~~1a&


"{,,,,~,,~i',H'+,','U ,.0::£, ~ Q~""1..:bAl:~/:1k__~cl-::-lu":.~:s-:",e' ~-({orta:u:e,bea ~:-::5~
~·..,(,?......(:t/ ! 7-C/' ~'-' ,~~~T~=" ~ ,!.t 

#Stft.u:~,:tZi~~0'tA:::aW-a:i.4~~.';~:£lle:.:.J;>~~k'1~S~~.:b:::~;·~nutfi~S'i··6fl.', . "wPrk 

-il6~:Sc.:&nsti:iH.t6s"'·at the T:t;"easury Board Secretariat and the Department 
, .. of' fu C~.d.t.;"''tI e~rY'0t4, ~ 

of Finance, 'w16t-~'ij,~~~geOOf&,±;)!~¥'bc~t, cQQJ;i:19.iri.aw·a;m;g" Urik 

M·'~e,;~£'a:J(t~~s~( IJl/ o~der to describe the nature arid. 

pl\tPose cpf" the/pre§en~~, i:':<S . ..helpj;ul fi;S{ :sA'~~~ 
/,,~ / ~/': /. ,/f'Y'/' /iI!f' 4i.~",l,1 .. /-",:,~f..r) .,".,"'~',' 


briefly! how ~ll thi:s work fi ts,.tog,ether. 


"'fl, Q~":'l"'''r);;fA,/l p ~tt..:", '1AJ1J.Jti~ ~ k ~~ CUr2 ~~ 
~4 t1-al lu~i::a:lt1I?roject to examine costs and impacts 

t..~<:'\ .. t.<Y:- .t...!:' 

of so called eentiR9an~ FepaYffien~ plans for financial assistance 

, p"-;;/' ~nJof>!:J .r / 


tOAstudents. />flC decision/was taker' to ~Pt an aggregate, or 


ex~ected-v~J'ue, approach ~ with more dey'ailed analysis of 

:' ;,.$ . // 

17~distriLrutionamong individuals t.~/he qeferred. This initial 

. aI1alY9ls, bas,ed upon broad~y defirted classes/'of ihdividuais, 
•"I / 


/ . .i ',/ . /' .' . .1/ //' 


and 'dealing/ only/with edt.tcation financing/schE}rii.es, s described 
.' /1 // ",/ ,/" /' . 

in the CORSAP rtlanual written by Mibhael'Wolfson [lJ. In addition, 

~~a}~ ~~~ddL
11 
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work on demographic models at approximately the same yeve 1 of 

aggreg~,on was undertaken at the Institute, as desiibed in 
\ 

.a methodo]:c;:>gical report by Leroy O. Stone [2]. A ltroposal by 
!\\ 

Dobell for .1T).tegration of this demographic work with the CORSAP 
/ 

program and fu:t::ther computer programs describing/other transfer 

schemes in order\to assess regional impacts ha£ not so far been 
/

implemented, but remains feasible and is being pursued.
/ 

i 

! 
\ 

In the meantime, related analyti'cal work has been 

developed at the level of individual records, with a pilot 

project undertaken by Dobell and Cohen in the summer of 1970, 

as described in the MCSSAP manuals [31~ together with related 

work undertaken by Professor G.e.A., Cook and outlined in her 

reports [6] to the Planning Branch;hf the Treasury Board 

Secretariat, forming the ,starting/point. This work in turn 

was split into three parts for ~6rther development within the 
I 

Quantitative Analysis Course over the past year. The first of 
/ 

these sub-projects was the copstruction of a computer program 
/ 

evaluating the impact of var:ious education financing proposals 

upon an individual with a 9'pecified life-history; this program 

is described in Cohen's Q~antitative Analysis Course project 
I

report' [4]. The second/part, the creation of a computer program 

capable of generating i~ representative sample of such life 
,/ 

histories, was carri~ld out through the Institute for policy 
,l 

Analysis, and is de.scribed in a forthcoming report by Cohen, 

f~~l:£> tJ(1 /le,'i'!l~t/fi"V'j;?t; 
h.e ?&~)?~;rC'P/ Yo V7 

" ., 
,..'< 
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Dobell, ahd Stone [5J. The third distinct ac1:;:ivity, the creation 
\ I 

of a new Mont.e·Carl~ simulation program for /nalYSis of education 

financing schemes, integrating the two previous components, is 

outlined in the manual MCSSAP II cited earlier [3J, which forms 

a companion to the present document, and a sequel to the MCSSAP 
". 

manual. Finally, the overall logic and program structure is 

sketched in the present document. 

Thus, considering only the analysis of proposals for 

education financing schemes, one may view the program structure 

as having three levels, within which full integration has not yet 

been achieved. At the first level is the deterministic model, 

which takes.cost, income, and tax data as given, accepts the 

description of a single life history and the specification of 

a proposed policy, and computes the resulting transfers between 

the individual, the financing scheme, and some overall government 

budget. At the second level, the description of individual life 

histories is suppressed and the MCSSAP II program generates from 

estimated transition data a representative sample of such 

longitudinal records (or life-histories), computing summary 

descriptions of interpersonal transfers and cash flows to or 

from the financing fund. In principle, aggregation of this 

sample of individual records to the aggregate categories employed 

by the regional population projection model and by CORSAP would 

yield the population, enrolment, and employment projections 

o 
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/ 

necessary for projections of cohort rates of ~eturn and aggregate 

I 
! " 

cash requirements for the financing fund. lntegrat10n to this 
I 

,. 'dt 	 h as not yet een a ttempte b u '11/' 1exten b d t W1 /1 1n pr1nc1p e, prov1 e 

a valuable check upon the consistency of/the MCSSAP II results. 

More general use of this program structure is also 


feasible; however. Considering the,tequirements for analysis 


of some unspecified transfer program, one sees that all the 


machinery is available in this general structure except the 


detailed description of the rules for operation of the specific 


scheme under study. Provided these require no more detailed 


information than the status codes contained in the existing 


demographic records, this detailed description. can be expressed 


. 	 i"n a single subrout.ine inserted into the overall simulation 

structure. This structure can then be used to generate the same 

sort of summary information on redistributional effects and total 

cash flows as was developed for the transfer schemes dealing with 

education financing. In particular, standard flow of funds tables 

can 'be constructed to display intersectoral transactions. 

, Finally, this''"Program structure can be employed 

independently of any analysis of transfer schemes, simply for 

the assembly and verificatJon of demographic data. Since the 

simulation model generate£?'1:i:"'sa.luple of individual records 

purporting to be represen;~;';; f the current Canadian population, 
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it is ,crucial that the distribution of various characteristics 

within the artificially generated sample be checked for consistency 

with available data on the distribution of these characteristics 

within the population as a whole. The program therefore makes 

prov~sion for output of sample observations suitable for cross-

tabulation, and thus can, in principle, be employed for generating 

synthetically a body of longitudinal demographic data linking in 

a consistent way available cross-section' data drawn from diverse 

sources. 

In concluding this outline of where this work now stands, 

it must be emphasized tha.t no validation of the demographic sample 

has yet' been completed~i Extensive work on this task is being 

. 	 undertaken at the present time; until it is finished, all of 

this model structure must be considered untested, and no guarantees 

or undertakings whatever can be made as to the accuracy of the 

data base or th7
i estimates derived. While the authors are willing 

to cooperate in use of the program or in adaptation to other uses, 

no distribution of the program or results' is anticipated before 
! 

September 1 '1973. 
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INTRODUCTION 

c·"cc n'~r''':''-'\ ~~, ... 

This QQ8~e»t presents an overview of work on an 

analytical framework and a set of computer programs designed 

to assist in analysis of distributional impacts of government 

transfer programs or other schemes for financial assistance 
[J 

to individuals. The approach follows the lead of orc.utt", in 

his .pioneceringworkon microsimulation models, but with some 

difference in emphasis and therefore in analytical and 

computational structure. Specifically, the primary concern 

in the present work is with the impact of proposed programs 

on the distribution of lifetime costs and benefits over 

individuals and groups. This emphasis dictates an analytical 

structure which focuses on the life-cycle or financial life-

history ·of individuals at the expense of detail on the composition 

of a whole population at 'anyone time. For this reason, our 

computational work is organized differently from Orcutt's models 
C'l 

(for example in the analysis with the Urban Institute) and 

indeed the computational requirements in the present work are 

of a lower order of complexity. 

The immediate stimulus for this work was the need to 

estimate the impact of policies respecting the provision of 

financial aid to students in post-secondary education. Existing 

work on cost/benefit analysis or rates of return to investment 

in education, and also our own earli,er work con an aggregate 

model of contingent repayment schemes for financial assistance 
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to students~(later repeated with minor modifications by Dresch 
[:1 

and Goldbergl\in the U.S.} is inad€quate to meet this need, 

precisely because it fails to account for important redistributional 

impacts arising from changes in financing arrangements. The 

present model does provide a basis for estimating the impact 

effect of changes in the rules of operation of existing or 

proposed transfer programs. What it does not capture', except 

as discussed 'below, is the subsequent response of the system 

and in particular the altered composition of the population 

through various adjustment mechanisms. This limitation is, of 

course, most serious: the purpose of many programs is not simply 

to transfer incomes, but also to affect behaviour thereby. 

Unfortunately, the empirical unders~anding required for an 

adequate modelling of the overall system response is simply 

lacking. 

The discussion is organized as follows. In the next 

section, the standard approach of microeconomic theory leads to 

description of the decision problem for an individual faci~g 

fixed income and cost data and attempting to develop decisions 

as to participation in various economic activities (as, for 

example, enrolment at post-secondary educational institutions) 

or other decisions on demographic matters. The result of the 

individual's conscious or unconscious decision process is a 

determinate life-history·of economic activity, associated with 

an identified demographic record.· Taken together, all such 

records provide us .with the life-histories of a 'representative 

population, or a longitudinal sample of panel data. 
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When the Lndlvidual's demographic history and record 

of econOmic activity are known, appropriate income and cost data 

carr be "estimated (indeed, the estimates of these presumably were 

the determinants of the individual decision), and thus other 

financial flows can be computed from known rules of operation for 

any selected government transfer programs .. In Section III the 

individual record of economic activity, and the history of 
{~~ ~~(.tJ 

the )
~'"~ 

associated financial flows, are describe~. -These records 

constitute the basic unit of analysis for later work. 

In Section IV it is observed that in fact,despite 

substantial theoretical work in control-theoretic models of 

the individual's optimizing decision, the empirical knowledge 

necessary to generate the required population sample from this 

starting point is not available. Therefore we generate our 

population sample from a simple transition model which we expect 

will prove rich enough to enable us to construct a synthetic 

longitudinal sample agreeing well enough with the observed 

characteristics of the Canadian population in all crucial respects. 

When one abandons the explicit representation of the 

individual decision, however, he a.lso loses the adjustment 

mechanism by which the system regulates itself in response to 

changing balances or changing policies. Section V describes a 

which some estimates of the important 

underlying population and in the data of the 

model may be recaptured • 

• 
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Finally, Section VI outlines the links from outputs of 

this model to other aggregate projections or estimates. ~ I~ 

appendix provides a brief overview of the model structure. 

Thus, to reiterate, the present work stands in the 

gap -which it cannot yet claim to bridge - between the theorist 

following microeconomic lines, studying the determinants of 

individual decisions on the assumption that relevant price or 

cost data are unaffected by these decisions, and the macro-

theorist concerned to know how these data change so as to alter 

or shut off the flow of individuals in various directions in 

response to changing circumstances in the aggregate economy. 

Though it will not answer all the questions in" this area, the 

. 	 model should enable" us to synthesize much of the work at different 

levels of aggregation, and certainly should teach us something 

about the balance between allocative efficiency and equity or 

redistribution considerations in the evaluation of government 

transfer programs. 

,:_, 
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II. 	 The Individual Decision Problem 

:411.~ AAd-.c.ih. 


4. 
~ fin analytic model ~designed to examine individual

/s. U)IJ r:-Idel'ed 
training and employment decisioh~ These decisions are 


reflected in an individual's participation in the Vilrious (J'(YIAA'Y'.L6I fJ-fi,'

~ 	 ~~--IT 

~educational and occupational activities. In reality, this 


participation is conditioned by various stochastic elements 


not under the control of the individual. A further conditioning 


is provided for by the transfer policy set by the responsible 


government 'agency. One could treat such a policy as a set of 

CwLH<I... +he ~O\Je.('I\Me... t is \h'CJ.,Jed ct); e u:>n+rofierJ 

control parametersAand thus the resulting individual decisions 

can be thought of as being elements of an optimal decision 

path arrived at by the individual in response to these parameters 

and the social and economic environments. Thus optimality is 

with respect to some as-yet-undetermined utility function and 

subject to the structural constraints of the social and economic 

system and the policy constraints set by government. This section 

will attempt to make this decision process more precise with the 

aid of some simple notation. 

Let us begin with some government policy, represented 

by a vector of parameters e from some underlying set* of 

policies 9 and a given vector of prices E which summarizes in 

part the social and economic background. Each individual will 

-Me 	 If, III Imake a set of decisions, over time, 0 (ti e ,E) (from f set of Itwai'C(I().e" 

(feasible)decisionsA (0 ,15J) which constitute a rational reaction 

to this policy. This decision path can be partitioned 

. 
* 	 For example, the set of rules needed to specify a post


secondary education finance policy. Thus a range of 

possible advance terms and repayment terms is implied 

for the specific case of student assistance schemes. 


http:AAd-.c.ih
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into a set of "demographic 

decisions", D(I :O,I:+:, and a set of Il activity decisions". K(t,~,1il). 
-'-l4~~ 
Q(L.6,E) refer~ to the sequence of choices associated with 

¥5.~~~ 
marriage, fertility, migration, etc., while ~(t;e,H) refer;' 

~~ to~cisions concern~educational and occupational activities. 

lUpon conditioning by stochastic elements, such as mortality, 

income mobility and success in .school, a state history or 

trajectory for the individual results. This history is summarized 

at each time period t by a vector S(t;8,E) whose i'th component 

! represents the value in.year t of the i'th characteristic for 

i ~ 
~!t ,e , )! (~: ~i.,E1 + (e,,~l ... / 

" / wh0se underlying pY~babil'i ty d . si ty 
I' functidn is condit.iOn.~l/~n bou the 

policy environment (8)/and the price 
environment (P)" . 

f 

~..:r __£;. Given the state trajectory and the underlying structure of
f~J>IJ'{?'j 

financial rewards and costs associated specifically with 

schooling and working, it is possible to derive, for the 

individual, a set of mone,ta:r;-y flows over time. These flows 

are summarized in a matrix SS{t;8,jf) where: 
G 

1 
This conditioning proc'es'S refers to the uncertain influence 
decisions can make on ~\h;",,·:.';~sul tant state histories. The 
effect of decisions~h~cDncbntrated in their alteration of 
certain probabiliti:~s .:Ly I effect making the probabilityI 

of a trajectory conab:::~bji ., 'on a decision and thus ultimately 
on a policy. 
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~ 
SS(t;6,E) ::. 'IT(S(t;6,,),6) 

where 'IT = a functionai representation of the accounting 
and policy rules, income distributions and 
direct costs which combine to produce 
financial flows given an individual's state L 
trajectory, prices and the government policy.1 

Each row of SS represents the flows for a given time period t. 

One may also compute present values for the various cost and 

benefit streams (columns of SS) and it is conceivable to relate 

the resulting vector of present values V(6), to the individual's 

utility function U. 

This process can be diagrammatically summarized as 

below: 

6 -+ <5 
1T 

. ) S(t:E1,E) ----:-4 SS(t;6,E) -+ V(6,E) 

+ 
U (6 ,E):oh-~Sh J 

Co "cl;f/on/if<.j 

j L'1. ~ a s.J. 0'()
!flfJ . rv~ (T.

Thus, in effect, we are saying thatAgiven policy 6 r1 ) 
U{~:> E') +'c.IV). ~G~ 1J.·\.dj/v'.~''''''''-¢. 

there is some utility ~ which results thl:o'tt!,h some rational 
+~ . 


decision process. Clearly rationality implies some concept of 


utility (or expected utility) maximization. Thus the individual 


decision problem becomes one of finding the optimal decision 


path <5*(t:6,E). ~ 


i~ This rul~. is ,actually stochas~ic as well but for the purposes
.fJilSVS,S,.CQ •of the :i7f!PlWQil~ wh~ch follows .we shall treat it as being 


deterministic. 
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subject to the social and economic structural constraints under 

some policy and price environment. 

A number of simplified examples have dealt with versions 

of this individual decision problem in determining the optimal 

length of enrolment or extent of participation in educational 

activity as opposed to the labour force. See, for example, 

Sheshinski [ J, Ben-Porath [ J, or Zionts and Southwick [ J • 

In fact, however, even such simplified treatments dealing with 

.a single individual become quite complex at the level of rigorous 

theory and thus for the purpose of generating a whole sample of 

records reflecting such individual decisions, we adopt a 

statistical description derived from data on participation in 

education or'labour force activities. The next section describes 

the resulting individual record. 

" • 
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III. The Resulting Longitudinal Record 

. \ From the individual decision process as/outlined above 

there res~lts a record of participation in educpfiortal or labour 
\ /F 

force activ'i:ties, and of family characteristics. This record 

is in the form a mat:r:ix S, each row of which corresponds to 

one year (or of which corresponds to one 
" 

component of 'lIed status ve9tor Set) describing the 
,/ 

demographic state of the individua,l 
, 

at any time. Figure 2 and 

the attached status codes ~gure 3) display this record, to

gether with the fixed vecto~..~ recording certain individual 

characteristics - such as .sex ~~lace of birth - which do not 

vary with time. One sUCh"record ~ be generated for each 
ii" '" 

individual in a de:i"';;d sample. ~ 

" .The r~76rd-illustrated in Figure ~ould represent the 
" . 

state trajecto;ry of'a typical college graduate"with rather 
,I "\ • 

standard be~viour patt~rnS. The educational/occ~ational 

history i~/~isPlayed in the vector K (T) and the sPo~zs 
I ,

; ~ 

activity is displayed in KS(T). Region is indicated by H(T). 

(JVM. t){J ~ ~ 
Given t)1'e individual record S (t)· aRe. ini Lied / 

chiraete±isLic~ So it becomes possible to impute appropriate 
;f~ 

cost, income, and tax fI,::ews"f'0r each year. That is,,\ know~ 14 fl.if(Jltfp/E 

the educational activity in which the individual is involved in 

one year~ducational costs, tuition fees, foregone income, and 
()r.PP"0f',.,.~tc. +~ ~:t """"",~:L I~ 

taxes e5C b'iiJ Ql5t;i,matQ(;¥c:j)if~~'Mi".t:;'! tHe age, educational attain;nent, 
. 4.",~ es."•.,...f-t:/, ,.sI- tdVC4ff tQ.n Q I 

and la}iiHi!l'\!!!' FeLcE sta~s":llt4!1iP.Jltf'*,,;.I'd:iri7iatl:al=In laterA years , incomes 
( <r.pp1'.,I' i4 -Ie -10 ~~~ 4~ 1na..1AA;.;.) ~ -It 

and taxesAcan again b::3!'::!!"timat-ct' " Thus, associated with the ~ a .,s 
,,:.: 

record S (t) ,in any year is a fU1.'ther record SS (t)' representing 
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corresponding financial 'flows in the same year. The history 

S over all relevant years of the individual's life then yields 

the necessary record of demographic and labour force character

istics, while the history SS over the same period'records 

relevant financial flows.. These flows can be analyzed in 

various conventional ways to reveal realized rates of return, 

or the distribution of present values of benefits and costs 

among participating agents., as described in a background manual 

, by Cohen [4J on ~ deterministic model~ ~ ,~,& ~~~,e;, 
J .. J.. • at....., ~ I 
~u -4bO/l' dAflJ. ~J .. 

The next task is to generate a representative sample of 


sqch records, as described in the next section. 


IV. The Simulation Model 

Analysis of the social decision problem must be made 


in the context of the rational behaviour of individuals. Our 


particular view of rationality refers to the family of state 


trajectQries arrived at by the population of individuals as 

aA~wt 

they each solve their HltiiviCiual optimization problem ~ ~;o:. 
, , 

Ideally, one would prefer to analyze the various policy opt.ions 

e by solving the optimization problem for each individual for 

V1.~~ ~ .. 


every e e:::e:-. The techli:i:qut:!'s;"'for such a calculation are clearly 

not available for any :b11:t:Lt.tJile·~"it simplified of models and 

thus alternative methqsl~g;,'ms·h"be.cconsidered. * The approach chosen 

in this study was thatof':Mo:ni';e,'Carlo simulation. Consequently, 

* See page 19a. 
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* 	There is the point of view that states people are in fact not 
rational in this way, rather than being logical people are in 
fact systematic in their response to such stimuli. Thus the 
individual decision model has little predictive power and 
indeed observed behaviour forms a better basis for our purposes. 
It will be clear that observed behaviour at present forms the 
only basis (given the current state of data availability) for 
predicting the behavioural response to the type of policies 
under consideration and consequently the debate over rationality 
vs. systematic response is vacuous. 
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analysis of the policy space i'must be preceded by a dis

'cussion of the simulation model used to generate a sample of 

state\ trajectories s~ (t).,. 

That is to say, the individual records described 

above, while generated in principle from each individual's 

rational decisions in pursuing his own goals, cannot be so 

treated for our analyti9al purposes. Instead, the sample of 

individual records is obtained by substituting for explicit 

optimization a statistical description of observed outcom~from 

past collections of individual decions, and deriving individual 

records by simulating the resulting transition processes. 

The simulation procedure is thus based on the hypothesis 

that observed behaviour of a population's education, occupation 

and demographic behaviour constitutes a basis for estimating a 

joint distribution (transition matrix) associated with S~(t)~ 

Essentially, we are saying that known data can be used to identify 

a possible underlying transition structure consiste'nt with observed 

behaviour for the system. I'll principle at least this point. of view 

does not imply that future policy couid not be an instrument for 

changing the underlying s.tructure. 

~., ' 

The requiremen-~:..s~.:for::the. simulation model are thus 

nothing less than the joint:.~prohability distribution describing 
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the set of all possible state trajectoriesS(t)4,t for all 
1 

classes of individuals.M . Upon aggregating over these trajec~ 


tories, one can reconstruct the demographic, educational and 
 .. 

occupational data describing the flow of individuals. 

The aggregation of individual financial flows can 

also be achieved under the simulation procedure. The resulting 

flows from this computation could lead both to funding require

ments and the distribution of financial costs and benefits under 

policy 8. Thus a rather detailed analysis of the policy space e 

is possible and one could consider the possibility of construct

ing a measure of social welfare by applying some crude social 

indicators to the simulation output. In this way, the second level 

of our pOlicy problem, the social decision level, can be considered. 

sea:I-/t>i) 
The remainder of this ehap~er will be devoted to a rather 

brief description of the simulation model as implemented. Details 

9f program structure are dealt with in Appendi~and the pro

blems of estimating the required joint probability distributions 
t:($So C,'Q. f~ . f>o.pel' 


are considered in some depth in an aeeompa~yi~g background.~ 


by Dobell, Cohen & Stone [ J. 

The application of a simulation procedure leads in 

essence to a probabilistic description of the education/occupation 

.In reality each individual forms his own class but th~~ ~nl~e 

back to the beginning with a stochastic description Of~Aopt~mi

zation problem ~ • 


• 

L 
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system. Thus the flow of students through training institutions 

and .labour force activities can be viewed as being described as 

a stochastic process. In this study the particular case of a 

Markov chain model was constructed. 

Consider the following: 

= 

where a row vector in Rni n is the number of states 

in the system and Xt .represents the distribution of the population 

over the n states at time t. 

P = an n x n tran~ition matrix. 

= a row vector in R
n 

which represents 
the distribution over states of net 
entrants to the system at time t. 

In general, a sta.te represents an education/occupational 

activity. The population will thus distribute itself over all 

possible states in accordance with the structural constraints of 

the system as embodied in matrix P. Clearly it is too much to 

expect that a simple matrix will somehow capture the richness of 
I 

experience implied by' the micro-model of Chapter II. We will 

demonstrate that, inprir-rciple" at least, the model can be modified 

to encompass most of the complexities previously discussed. 

The first qUe£.t:..iG':Lwe consider is homogeneity. We 

have previously referreO;:'"~t~'distributions associated with classes 

of individuals. Thisi~~::.t...iesthat transition through the system 

is actually condition~~bn' ~il 'set of individual characteristics. 

These characteristics Lould include age, sex, race, social class! 
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parental income and so on. Any simplifications that one 

introduces in the 'way of aggregation over broad individual 

classes will therefore reflect data limitations and nbt a 

. £ 

deficiency of model structure.'" No.!d; 1 !] 1) rWF1H)v 


rtE9QeBe Rae become: J(; ~ ~~~~~. 
~~~Pu~r~~ ~ 
A-4~4' i . ·.~~.fl 
~ ~~ ~lCt~t.'-1~ p-t 

thwhere ·i referstothei class of individuals. 

We are thus assuming that individuals do not change 

classes over time. This implies that our notion of class is 

associated with initial characteristics received either at 

birth or previous to en~~y into ~he system. If one wishes to 

relax thi~ assumption, this "merely" implies an extension of 

the state space. Thus presence in grade 9 for a type j 

individual will correspond to a different state than that 

associated with presence in grade 9 for a type k i~dividual 

and a single extended transition matrix will be sufficient. 

Q. 
A further complication is that of timedependence.~ 

One may postulate that. the underlying structure of the system 

is changing and thus the transition matrix itself becomes a 

function of time. This implies the followiB~ notation: ~~ 
~~i P;i..t1 ~. ~(J)'I ~ c....J 
~ fi.L · ~-l' .ttl ~ "'t pf(.t;) . 

A final complication has often been referred to as 

the "policy feedback" problem. If a government agency 

implements some policy e which, for example, affects the post
. 

secondary education fee structure, then it is plausible to 

• 
d.-,t, See page 2 3a . 
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1 # 	This of course is not to deny that the model is in principle 

restrictive but simply to suggest that it can be extended to 

accommodate existing data. 


Z~A further issue related to time dependency in a Markov system 
has to do with "memory". That is, it is conceivable that the 
current state is not sufficient to specify the probability 
distribution for possible destination states in the next period 
b~t rather information on a number (if not all) previous states 
is required. The standard approach to dealing with this problem 
is to once again extend the state space so that state S{t) could 
represent a particular history of previous states and the current 
state "(in the old state space). 
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believe that some of the transition probabilities will change. 

,For example, lowering fees may "increase the conditional ,. .' . 

probabili ty of going from g-l:'ade---13 "'to uhiversi ty. Al ternatively , 

raising fees-may lower that probability and increase the 

probability of dropping out of grade 12 to the labour force. 

In addition, it is conceivable that rigid control may be 

enacted to keep enrolments (net entrants ~ on some specified 

trajectory.

t)..c.~ 
Thus ~-Markov Chain model of the education/occupation 

~~.::::t;:!. ,. ~/!~?~ 
1; ~.~ C~44tz-~»)~ #j"" CO)., 

.Ii ~_ -" j --"I ,eI? ./ - (j"" " .# ~ ; LIJ. "'!"i~ t ,eO! L-;;.\ r.rce/J.1?I>vIl;..e.", ~H pl},;?·1A-t.._tJ!lt,I~·-e~'-p ~ ~(' /~1'''' J ,..-t~-1Jlte ,~~; trf"" r t~ ""'v V .. 

f It is also clear that both policy and the resulting 

state distribution may interact with the pricing mechanisms 

employed in allocating -financial flows. Thus an external macro-

model could interact with the system and could possibly affect 

the underlying structure. This would imply a dependence of the .. 
transition matrix if(t;8) on variables other than time t and 

policy B, for example upon unemployment rates. 

Inevitably, the model as implemented in this study was 

considerably less comprehensive. Complications of time dependence, 

policy feedback and reactions to pricing mechanisms were all laid 

aside. Consequently, a. family of transition matrices conditional 

on a variety of demographic characteristics was used in the 

simulation program. This program effectively sampled the Markov 

chain once each year for each individual. In this way, the 
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, 
required collection of state trajectories was genera-ted. From 


these, a corresponding sample of financial flow statements, 


one for each individual, is also obtained. 


For the deterministic (individual) model, it is this 

. individual demographic record and associated financial history 

that serves as the basic unit of analysis, and even in the 

overall model some individual data are of interest for 

distributional questions. Accordingly, certain summary measures 

of the present value of individual benefits and costs are 

computed, and entered as individual observations into the 

tabulations for histogr-ams to be printed at the end of the 

computation. We treat the individual records, in other words, 

as providing observations on a class of random variables, whose 

empirical distributions are tabulated as the computation proceeds. 

Once these observations are recorded, there remains 
4

no further need for detailed individual records; the financial 

history is aggregated with those of the previous individuals 

drawn from the same cohort, thus yielding, in the end, a summary 

financial history of the same form as the individual, but showing, 

for each year, the flows aggregated over all members of the 

particular cohort. These records, one for each cohort, a~e 
. (~

stored for later processing,4Block 23 in Figure I, uct:):Gl... described 
'"iater); vt:., fi1.p-v...../~ -17), 

In this way, the cohort records can serve as input to 

report generators. in any form desired. For the ~resen~ model, 

...~ 
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such further processing takes the form simply of aggregating 
~ ~t"1t!..,,,,...v;: J!.. 

across all cohorts (Block 241) to obtain total financial flows 

in each year of the simulation period, and organizing some of 

these into a sources-and-uses-of-funds statement for the 

hypothetical student financial assistance fund under study 

in the illustrative application. Other reports suitable for 

different transfer schemes can easily be designed and the 

necessary program blocks appended to the existing code following 

(or in place of) Block 25. 

These observations conclude the description of the 

program structure as such; the remaining sections remark upon 

possible additional features or applications. 

/: 

\ 

~Q 
\ 
I 
I 
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V. Adjustment 'Mechanisms: The Feedback Structure. 
o 

, To the extent that the input data - transition 


probabilities, retention rates, and the like - remain fixed 

.. 

despite policy changes, the above program will generate 

. essentially unchanged population samples (up to sampling 

fluctuations) in every run. It is for this re·ason that 

provision is made to record the demographic·records on tape 

simply as a hypothetical longitudinal sample, which can be 

used as input to any of a number of programs computing the 

results of various transfer programs operating on the unchanged 

sample. To identify distinguishing features of different 

programs, indeed, it is a great convenience to be able to 

eliminate sampling fluctuations in this way. (This advantage 

of being able to replicate "randomn sequences is frequently 

cited in the literature on pseudo-random number generators.) 

There are no mbre drawbacks in this procedure than there would 

be in working with any tape of individual records drawn from 

survey data or tax returns, for example. 

But for estimating the consequences of policy changes, 

there are significant drawbacks to this procedure - it overlooks 

two key classes of adjustment mechanisms at work in any economic 

system. In the first place, even without any conscious policy 

changes, the system may operate to change the data relevant to 

individual decisions, and thus induce changes in behaviour. In 

• 
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the education example, for instance, continuing flows of 

individuals through post-secondary institutions must increase 

the relative stock of skilled labour, and presumably bring 

about some erosion of relative incomes. This reduction in 

expected returns may be expected, of itsel~, to cause some 

individuals to reconsider decisions to continue educational 

activity. Thus the system generates the machinery to shut 

itself down where necessary, or expand flows where scarcities 

are signalled by high rewards. The lags are long and uncertain, 

of course, and the linkages sometimes very tenuous~ but it 

would be gross error to ignore this machinery altogether. 

More directly, policy shifts may operate directly 

to alter individual decisions, for example by offering financial 

assistance to those who might otherwise not continue their 

education. These impacts upon individual decisions will show 

up in our mode'l as altered transition data, and hence as 

altered flows through various institutions. 

Both types of alteration in the nature of the choice 

faced by the individual - because conditions have altered 

either through the self-adjusting mechanisms of the economy, 

or through discretionary policy changes - will be expected to 

affect the number of individuals choosing particular options, 

and hence the composition of the overall population. Thus the 

assumption of an unchanged underlying population sample becomes 

untenable in principle. 

o 
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Unfortunately', there is almost no evidence to permit 

specification of altern.atives. The model permits adjustment 

of retention rates and all other transition data or probabilities 

once the policy specification is complete; these adjustments 
\ 

represent an aggregation of the adjustments in individual 

behaviour predicted from the solution of the individual decision 

model described earlier. But in fact the elasticities of 

retention rates, participation decisions, marriage probabilities, 

or other individual educational, demographic, or labour force 

decisions are not known. 

Similarly, the model permits changes in transition data, 

to be used to estimate expected changes in total flows through 

institutions, and these in turn to determine changes in cost or 

income data. But, again, the elasticities of unit costs or 

expected incomes with respect to enrolments or manpower supplies 

are largely unknown as well. 

Thus the model structure admits-the possibility of an 

adjustment mechanism feeding back from policy shifts or changing 

circumstances to the demographic system or the actual sample 

generated, but no data are available to implement any such 

scheme. Should data become available, the program logic will 

be implemented; in the interim, some crude tests of sensitivity 

to changes in transition or activity data will be carried out. 
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VI Tabulation of Demographic Data and Links' to 

Aggregate Projections 

As indicated above, the demographic computation 

employed in the overall simulation structure form a self 

contained model which is of interest in its own right. This 

model generates demographic histories for a sample of indi

viduals drawn according to specified sampling weights from 

prescribed cohorts.. The resulting longitudinal records can 

be tabulated in three a~ternative modes. 

(a) 	 Selected characteristics may be recorded from 

each individual history and written on an 

input file in the standard format required for 

input to programs for further statistical pro

cessing. In particular, this data array can 

be used as input to the SPSS (Statistical 
. c.J 

Package for So~ial science~f program for either 

statistical analysis or cross-ta~ulations. 

(b) 	 The entire file of panel data can be written, 

in compressed form';·.J::o a magnetic tape for later 

input to simulation programs, or to specially-

written programs for·further !3tatistical analysis. 

(c) 	 The distribution -6'i";;:;.individual by age, activity, 

or income can be ,t'Af)li1at.:e-d for specified years, 
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to provide output arrays in a form which can 

easily be checked against cross-section data 

sources or distributions obtained from aggre

gate projections. 

VII Concluding comments 

Evidently a model of this kind is 'never finished, and 

indeed the present version is in no sense tested or validated 

even to a first level of accuracy. If evaluation tests 

presently being undertaken proceed well, the ability of the 

model to generate a sample of records which will be "repre

sentative ll in the sense of reproducing the distributions 

associated with given initial cross-section data and with 

aggregate projections will be verified. Similarly the ability 

of the model to assign financial flows to these individuals 

records in a manner consistent with available cross-section 

data and aggregate tabulations of flows-of-funds information, 

will be tested. These tests, together with final checks on 

program logic, will provide some assurance that the basic 

model structure is sound and that the demographic character

istics of the sample population are acceptable . 

. The immediate use for the model will then be in 

analysis of possible distributional impacts of alternative 

schemes for federal support of post-secondary students. For 

this, purpose the aggregate outputs of the model in,generating 

• 

• 
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projections of financial flows and crude enrolment levels 

will "also be of interest. 

More general applications are intended in study of 

social security programs and possible economic circumstances 

of the aged in the future, and in the overall balance of 

federal tax and transfer programs in affecting the personal 

distribution of income. This role of the,model in integrating 

available data into a consistent overall framework for 

evaluating of the distributional impacts of government pro

grams (along with some aggregate projections for checking 

against alternative sources of data) should make it a useful 

element in a kit of tools for longer-range planning. Further 

use of the model structure in such applications will be 

reported in the future • 

• 
• 
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FIGURE 2 


Individual History 


• Constant Characteristics: 

1 1 5 1958 2 

State Trajectory: 
•

Age Reg ACT. ASP.. 
J H(T) KeT) KS{T) * el) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

.. 
(8) (9) 

• STATUS 
(10) (II) 

•. • 
(12) 

• 
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) 

14 6 . 1 o * 0 o 2 2 5 0 000 o o o 000 o o 0 

15 6 2 o * 0 o 2 2 5 0 000 o O. o 000 0' O. 0 

16 6 3 o * 0 o 2 2 5 0 o 0 ·0 o o o 000 o o 0 

17 6 4 o * 0 o 2 2 5 0 000 o o o 000 o o 6 

18 6 5 o * 0 o 3 3 5 0 000 o o o o .0 0 o 00 1 

19 6 9 o * 0 1 5 4 5 0 000 o o o 000 o o 0 .~ 

20 6 10 o * 0 2 5 4 5 0 000 o o o o 0 18 o O' 19 
21 6 11 o * 0 3 5 4 5 0 000 o o o o 0 18 :0 o .19 
22 6 12 o * 0 4 7 5 5 ·0 000 o o o o 0 18 o o 19 
23 6 20 20 * . 23 4 7 5 5 5 540 1 o o o -1' 18 22 o 19 
27 6 20 22 * 23 4 7 5 5 5 541 1 o 1 O· -1 18 22 o 19 
28 6 20 22 * 23 4 7 5 5 5 542 1 o 2 o -1 18 22 o 19 

39 6 21 22 * 23 4 7 5 5 5 542 1 3 2 o -1 18 22 o 19 

40 6 20 22 * 23 4 7 5 5 5 54 2 1 o 2 o -1 18 22 o 19 
46 6 20 22 * 23 4 7 5 5 5 542 1 o 1 o -1 18 22 o 19 

47 6 20 22 * 23 4 7 5 5 5 542 1 o o o -1 18 22 o 19 

56 6 22 22 '* 23 4 7 5 5 5 542 1 o o o -1 18 22 o 19 

65 6 22 22 * 23 4 7 5 5 5 542 1 o o o . -1 18 22 o 19 
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Figure 3: STATUS CODES 

1. K(T} - Activity Index: 

1 - Grade 9 

2 - Grade 10 

3 - Grade 11 

4 - Grade 12 

5 - Grade 13 

6 - C.A.A.T. 1 

7 - C.A.A.T. 2 

8 - C.A.A.T. 3 

9 - Univ. 1 


10 - Univ. 2 

11 - Univ. 3 

12 - Univ. 4 

13 - Univ. 5 

14 .:.. Univ. 6 

15 - Univ. 7 

16 - Univ. 8 

17 - Univ. 9 

18 - Univ. 10 

19 Retraining 
20 - Employment 
21 - Unemployment 
22 - Non-Labour-Force 

2. KS(T} - Spbuse Activity Index: Same Indices as K (T) 

3. H(T} - Regional Index: 

1 - NFLD. 
2 - P.E.I. 
3 - N.S. 
4 - N.B. 
5 - QUEBEC 
6 - ONT. 
7 - MAN. 
8 - SASK. 
9 - ALTA. 

10 - B.C. 
11 - CANADA 

• 
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4. SeT) - State Vecto~ 

Constant Characteristics 

SO(l) 
\ 

- Sex 1 - Male 
2 - Female 

SO(2) - Immigrant Status 1 
2 

- Domestic 
- Immigrant 

SO(3) - Province (Region) of Birth l .•• ~ •.••• ll 

SO(4) - Cohort Identifier: - Year of Birth 

SO(5) - Sex of Spouse 

Time Dependent Characteristics 

S(T,l) - Age at (Most Recent) Marriage 

S(T,2) - Number of Years of Post-Secondary School 

. S(T,3) - Educational Achievement Category 

. 1 - Elementary 
2 - Some Secondary 
3 - Secondary Graduate 
4 - Some post-Secondary/Non-University 
5 - Some Post-Secondary/University 
6 - Post-Sec. ~raduate/Non-University 
7 - University First Degree (B.A., B.SC.) 
8 - University Second Degree (M.A., M.SC~) 
9 - University Third Degree (PH.D.) 

S(T,4) - Income Profile Category 

1 - Elementary 
2 - Some Secondary 
3 - Secondary Graduate 
4 - Some Post-Secondary and Post-Secondary/Non-University 
5 - Universi ty F;irst Degree ~B.A. lB. SC. ) 
6 - Universit:!}f ,$i~.rT';Oegree (M.A., M.SC.) 
7 - Universi ty "T..bi.xa .Degree (PH. D. ) 

. } ~ 
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S (T IS) - Decile Income Category 1 ..••.. 10 

S(T,6) - Spouse Education Category 
Same 9 Categories as S(T,3) 

SeT,?) - Spouse Decile Income Category 1 •••••• 10 

S(T,8) - Spouse Income Category 
Same ? Categories as S (T, 4) 

'S'(T,9 ) - Nurri1:;ler of Children 'Born 

S(T,lO} - Marital Status 
o - Single 
1 - Married 
2 Widowed 
3 - Divorced 

S(T,ll) - # of Months Unemployed in Year T 

S(T,12) - Dependent Status 

S(T,13) # of Months Unemployed in Year T for Spouse' 

S(T,14) - Age Difference of Spouse 

S(T,lS) - Age at Graduation From Secondary School 

S(T,16) - Age at Graduation From Post-Secondary School 

S(T,l?} - Age of Post-Secondary Graduation fro Spouse 

S(T,18} - Age at Entrance To Post-Secondary School 

Child - Age Vector 

CAG(I,J): Updated Age Age and Sex of i'th Child 

, .. 
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APPENDIX .tt 
.0 

Model.summar:l 

This appendix presents a summary of the computer 

program implementation of the analytical framework described in 
. 

the paper. The program generates output which can assist in 

the analysis of the distributional impacts of government trans

fer programs. An important by-product of. ,the analysis is the 

creation of a synthetic longitudinal sample of records of 

individual·demographic and economic histories. As has been 

indicated in·the paper the model includes a scheme for the 

creation of a sample of individual +ecords and the use of this 

sample in the analYpis of general transfer programs. 

The relfttionship between the various parts of the 

overall program structure can be illustrated in the aggregate 

flow diagram set out in F~gure 1. In this diagram, using the 

identifying numbers in the upper corner of each program block, 

the various components of the model can be described as follows: 

1. The complete model. 

Consisting of the entire structure outlined in 

Figure 1, the complete model is described briefly in the 

present document . 

• 
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2. The deterministic model. 

Accepting pre-specified life-histories and computing 

the impact of various financing proposals upon them, the 

deterministic model consists simply of blocks I, IS, and 

17-21 in Figure 1. This model, useful for test purposes 

in the larger model as well as for creating particular 

detailed examples to accompany any general analysis, is 

dealt with in a report [4J by Cohen. 

3. The demographic model. 

If it is desired to create a representative sample of 

life histories such as described in the deterministic model, 

this task may be accomplished by Monte Carlo techniques. 

The program blocks to' carry out the generation of this 

synthetic longitudinal sample are indicated in Figure 1 as 

blocks 57 6, 9, and 10, with blocks 7, 8, and 11-14 pro

viding for tabulated output permitting comparison with 

various sources of cross-section data. The creation and 

evaluation of this demographic sample is described in a 

paper by Dobell, Cohen, and Stone [5J. 

4. The simulation model MCSSAP II. 

The simulation structure employed to provide estimates 

of distributional impacts of education financing schemes 

consists of blocks 1, 5, 6, 9~ 10, 15, 18, 19, and 22 to 24. 
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Various f1ow-of-funds or financial accounting statements 

can be created in block 25 if desired*~ and a tape contain

ing a panel of longitudinal records can be substituted for 

blocks 5, 6, 9, and 10 in providing input to the model, as 

shown in block 16. Unless. some feedback of policy onto 

demographic data is taken into account as described in 

item 5 below, input from such a tape is undoubtedly the 

most efficient procedure. Documentation of MCSSAP II is 

given in more detail in the 'manua1 by that same name [3J. 

5. Policy feedback. 

The response of the education system and the indivi

duals in it can in principle be taken into account in this 

model as indicated in blocks 1-4. Block 2 provides for 

estimates of the changes in individual decisions under 

altered financing policies, and blocks 3 and 4 provide for 

estimates of the impact of the resulting changes in student 

flows upon cost or income data. This structure is thus the 

only portion of the program which draws upon behavioural 

data or provides for any feedback or internal adjustment 

within the system. Unfortunately, w.hi1e it is possible to 

take account of such responses in principle, the. necessary 

data as to the impact of policy variables upon individual 

retention or participation decisions, or as to the elasticity 

• 

o 
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of costs or incomes with respect to changing flows through 

the system, are entirely lacking. Only rather arbitrary 

sensitivity tests will be feasible in practical applica

tions. Nevertheless, if such data do become available, 

through analysis of survey data or otherwise, they can be 

brought into the model framework in a consistent way. 

6. Comparison with aggregate analyses 

From the population arrays tabulated in block 7 and 

the financial flows tabulated in block 25 can be derived 

aggregate series permitting comparison with other studies 

not attempting to deal with distributional concerns de

manding detail at the level of individual records. Any 

application to policy analysis will require reconciliation 

of the model output with results derived from such 

aggregate analyses. 

It is perhaps worth pointing out that this facility 

makes the model structure useful as a framework for storing 

educational data in a consistent and meaningful way. This 

role as, in effect, a storehouse of educational data in a 

form permitting easy use and convenient updating was one of 

the objectives of the initial model work proposed two years 

ago, and has dictate~ some of the work on tabulation and 

output options which would otherwise be unnecessary. 
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